Princess Rose Mary and King Rubin
Princess Rose Mary is both a princess and a warrior. With her delicate but deadly
sword and her regal crown, this princess knows how to charm the hearts of her
kingdom and protect it from chaos. Elegant and beatiful, this princess rules!. The
sword, mirror and crown are made of EVA foam and the the skirt and cape are finely
detailed, high quality textiles that will look good at a coronation or a palace ball.

Ad Lib Toys LLC : Exclusive U.S.
distributor for Liontouch Toys

Every king needs a crown and this one is just the crown for every boy who wants
to be king. Bejeweled and made of gold, this crown will sit well on your head and
let everyone know who is actually the real King! Made of EVA foam and one size
fits all.

The Ad Lib Story
Swords, real swords, are at the center of how Ad Lib Toys came to be.
Three of the founders of Ad Lib Toys are fencing coaches and we all share
a passion for sword fighting. Fortunately, we knew the owner of Liontouch
Toys and we loved the toys that they made as they appealed to the kid
inside each of us. Who hasn’t picked up a stick in the back yard and
challenged a friend to a duel? This spirit of adventure and imagination
and our love for fencing is what made us start Ad Lib Toys. We want
every child to be able to challenge their friends to a duel and to do so in
style and grace. In our opinion Liontouch toys are the best foam swords
and the capes, shields and crowns allow kids to “ad lib” and play actively,
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At Ad Lib Toys, active, fun, imaginative and safe toys are our highest
priority. As parents ourselves, we know how important it is that our kids
be safe and have fun. That’s why we partnered with Liontouch Toys to
distribute their toys in the USA. When you purchase a Liontouch toy, you
can be sure that it fully complies with the current safety regulations in both
the USA and EU. All Liontouch toys carry the CE symbol which is your
guarantee that our products comply with the European Toy Directive.
They have been submitted to and passed the ASTM testing standards for
the USA as well as the testing requirements from the Consumer Product
Safety Improvement Act of 2011. These tests include flammability, sharp
edge and point tests, and lead and phthalate content. Liontouch makes
every effort to create high quality, safe and amazing toys for children.
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Princess Silver Heart Crown

Princess Rose Mary Skirt

King Rubin’s Crown

Mailing Address :
1654 Palou Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94124
www.adlibtoys.com
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The Flame warrior and Dragon hunter lines blend the fantasy
worlds of dragons, and magical swords and allow a childs
imagination to run free. Intricate flames and fierce dragons
abound on these sturdy EVA foam toys and the cape has a
dragon design on the back. Kids of all ages will love these toys.

Pink capes, delicate crowns and magic wands combine to
give any young queen all the trappings of royalty and grace.
Like a true Fairy Queen, this one also has her sword and
shield and fairy wand close by to help defend the realm with
magic and might. The sword and shield are made of high
density EVA foam and decorated with rubies, diamonds and
gold. The crown is soft foam shaped into a delicate style and
the cape is silky soft and trimmed with gold lace. The wand,
well, it’s rumoured to be made of unicorn hair, a shooting
star and moonbeams. Of course, only the Fairy Queen
knows for sure.
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Flame Warrior and Dragon Hunter
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Maltese Knight Helmet

Maltese Knight Cape

Maltese Knight Shield

Avast you scurvy dogs! Get your pirate gear on and sail the seven seas plundering and
pillaging. You can choose to be Captain Cross or the dread pirate Red Stripe. Shields, scimitars
and sabers are the weapons of choice and if you lose an eye or a hand, there’s always the pirate
hook or eyepatch to fix you up. Sturdy EVA foam construction provides the swords, shields
and pistol with unparalleled strength and safety. The vest, eypatch and hat are one size fits
all for kids up to age 8.
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Noble Knight
Crashing swords, clanking armour and royal capes abound in the Noble Knight collection. Whether
it is the traditional Maltese Knight or the rampant lion that catches your young knights fancy, Ad
Lib Toys has the armour to outfit your knight. The helmets are one size fits all and the swords and
shields are durable EVA layered foam. The hand straps on the shield are attached by rivets for extra
strength and the swords are soft, safe and strong. Capes are finished along all edges and lend an air
of elegance and style to the knights appearance.
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Doff your hat to the Senoritas
and then make your mark
with your sword. Cloak
yourself in darkness and
mystery with the cape and
mask and then ride away
into the setting sun. The
Z-Bandito line is just the
thing for fighting burglars or
oppressors. The sword and
hat are made of high quality
EVA foam while the cape and
mask are silky soft with velcro
closures for safety.
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Z-bandit Sword | $ 000
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Z-bandit Hat | $ 000
Captain Cross Pirate Hook
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Noble Knight Shield
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Maltese Knight Sword

Captain Cross Pirate Hat
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Red Stripe Pirate Shield

Red Stripe Pirate Dagger

Dragon Hunter Sword
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Dragon Hunter Shield
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Flame Shield

Captain Cross Eye Patch
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Red Stripe Pirate Scimitar
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Red Strip Pirate Vest

Red Stripe Pirate Pistol
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Z-bandit Cape | $ 000
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Z-bandit Mask | $ 000

Musketeers
All for one and one for all! Get Fleur de Lys fancy and take on
the enemies of the king and realm. Duel with the insolent and
have grand adventures with your fellow musketeers. Get both
the sword and the dagger for real two handed fighting and of
course, a real musketeer will always have a pistol tucked away
in their belt. Use the shield to block to blows of your enemies.
Made of EVA foam and decorated with excellent detail. The
hand holds for the shield are riveted on for extra strength and
durability so feel free to get tough with these toys!
Long Live the King!
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Musketeer Dagger | $ 000
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Musketeer Pistol | $ 000
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Musketeer Sword | $ 000
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Musketeer Shield | $ 000

